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Changes to the 18th Edition Wiring Regulations 
Chapter 52 - Selection and erection of wiring systems

 
The new IET Wiring regulations were released in July 2018 and came into force in 2019.
 
Essentially, the regulations state that using plastic products as the sole means of fixing cables in
place is no longer compliant. This affects all plastic products as well as any other products that
would prematurely collapse in the event of a fire.
 
Previously it was stated that all cables in fire escapes had to be properly supported in the event of
a fire. However, this is now extended to cables anywhere in the building.
 
This does not mean that plastic products aren’t compliant, it just means that they now have to be
supplemented with metal products. Note 4 below (from the regulations) states: “Suitably spaced
steel or copper clips, saddles or ties are examples that will meet the requirements of this
regulations”.

What do the regulations say?
521.10.202 Wiring systems shall be supported
such that they will not be liable to premature
collapse in the event of a fire.
 
NOTE 1: Wiring systems hanging across access
or egress routes may hinder evacuation and fire
fighting activities.
NOTE 2: Cables installed in or on steel cable
containment systems are deemed to meet the
requirements of this regulation.
NOTE 3: This regulation precludes, for example,
the use of non-metallic cable clips or cable ties
as the sole means of support where cables are
clipped direct to exposed surfaces or suspended
under cable trays, and the use of non-metallic
cable trunking as the sole means of support of
the cables therein.
NOTE 4: Suitably spaced steel or copper clips,
saddles or ties are examples that will meet the
requirements of this regulations.
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Cable Hangers
 

 

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

TC002 - Tidi-Hangers®
Perfect for hanging cables from scaffolding,
cable baskets, hand-rails and ceiling grids.
Lightweight and recyclable.

Length
Width
Safe Working Load
Cable Capacity
Material
Manufactured in

255mm
85mm
5kg
9 x 12mm cables
Polypropylene
United Kingdom

Steel Tidi-Hangers®
18th Edition wiring regulation compliant hangers
perfect for 110v leads and small SWA cables.
 
TCS/003 - thin 4mm 10kg load
235mm long, small hook internal diameter 55mm,
large hook internal diameter 72mm, Max load 10kg
 
TCS/004 - thick 6mm 20kg load
235mm long, small hook internal diameter 55mm,
large hook internal diameter 72mm, Max load 20kg

Heavy-Duty Steel S Hooks
For HV and heavy duty cables.
 
TCS/005 – 310mm long
Small hook internal diameter 55mm, large hook
internal diameter 90mm, Max load 30kg
 
TCS/006 – 415mm long
Small hook internal diameter 64mm, large hook
internal diameter 115mm, Max load 55kg
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Featured Product

Figure of 8 Hook®
TCS/011

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

Product Code
Length
Width
Safe Working Load
Cable Capacity
Material
Manufactured in

TCS/011
205mm
92mm
10kg
Cables/hoses up to 75mm diameter
Steel
United Kingdom

Flexible steel 8 hooks designed with
interlocking clips. 
 
The clips enable users to securely fix the product
to scaffolding, cable trays and hand rails, whilst
securing cables firmly in place using the bottom
section.
 

Lightweight but very strong
18th Edition Wiring Regs compliant
Hand-bendable steel
Powder coated in highly-visible orange
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Wall Hooks
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Tidi-Hooks® - TC001
Heavy-duty, highly visible cable management
hooks designed to raise temporary cables off the
floor.

Product Code
Length
Width
Safe Working Load
Cable Capacity
Material
Manufactured in

TC001
148mm
50mm
10kg
9 x 12mm dia. cables
Polypropylene
United Kingdom

Tidi-Hooks® (Steel)
 
Steel Tidi-Hooks® are perfect for fixing cables
above doorways, along corridors and in fire
escapes. Made from steel and powder coated
in highly visible orange, these products have a
melting point of 1500 degrees celcius.
 
TCS/001 - Small
6mm screw hole, max load 10kg,
internal diameter 25mm (arctic cables)
 
TCS/002 - Large (pictured)
6mm screw hole, max load 15kg, internal
diameter 35mm (armoured cables)
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Featured Product

Tidi-Cable® Cable Channels

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

Pig tail loops enable the user to add/remove cables as they
go whilst keeping cables safely fastened in place.

Safely fix cables in place
Can be used as permanent fixings
Perfect for creating drop down points
Space every 2 metres
Use on walls and ceilings
Manufactured in the UK

 
Tidi-Cable® Steel Cable Wall/Ceiling Channels
are perfect for fixing cables in place and are
used by many contractors as an alternative to
small cable basket/tray when only a few cables
need fixing in place. They’re also excellent for
creating easily moveable drop down points for
temporary electrics. This product is made from
steel.
 
TCS/007 – 1 x pig tail
6mm screw holes, max load 5kg, internal
diameter 12mm
 
TCS/008 – 2 x pig tails 
6mm screw holes, max load 5kg per pig tail,
internal diameter 12mm
 
TCS/009 – 4 x pig tails
6mm screw holes, max load 5kg per pig tail,
internal diameter 12mm
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Adhesive/Magnetic Patches
 

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

Tidi-Patches® Grade 1 - TC003
High strength adhesive backing for use on
unfinished surfaces such as brickwork, timber
and steel.

Product Code
Length
Width
Safe Working Load
Cable Capacity
Material
Manufactured in

TC003
115mm
60mm
2kg
6 x 12mm cables
ABS
United Kingdom

Tidi-Patches® Grade 2 - TC004
Innovative stretch-off adhesive means that this
product can be fixed to painted/plastered walls
and removed without causing any damage.

Product Code
Length
Width
Safe Working Load
Cable Capacity
Material
Manufactured in

TC004
115mm
60mm
1kg
6 x 12mm cables
ABS
United Kingdom

Tidi-Patches® Magnetic - TC007
Fix cables to steel structures with our heavy-
duty magnetic patches. Magnet made from
extremely strong neodynium.

Product Code
Length
Width
Safe Working Load
Cable Capacity
Material
Manufactured in

TC007
115mm
60mm
1kg
6 x 12mm cables
ABS
United Kingdom
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Cable Containment
Universal Snake Tray®

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943
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Extremely easy to install
No technical experience or training required to be able to install.
 
Massive savings on installation times
Spend up to 85% less time installing vs traditional cable basket.
 
Fixes directly to walls (no need for brackets)
Save time fixing brackets and additional cost when buying, storing, estimating.
 
Fixes directly to ceilings or can be suspended with just one threaded rod
Save on materials, fixings and time. Shot fire into a concrete ceiling in seconds.
 
Hand-bendable in seconds with no special tools required
Buying bends adds cost and creating them takes time and skill.
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Cable Containment
Universal Snake Tray®

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

Hand-bendable cable basket that saves up
to 85% on installation time and can reduce
total installation costs, with labour included,
by up to 30%.
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Product Codes
TCST1001 - 51mm wide x 2.4m long
TCST1002 - 102mm wide x 2.4m long
TCST1003 - 153mm wide x 2.4mm long
TCST1004 - Electrical & mechanical connector

No need for brackets or corners. Fix directly to the
wall, directly to the ceiling or hang from the ceiling
with just one threaded rod.
 
Bends horizontally and vertically, but still extremely
strong due to 8mm backing rod.
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Cable Containment

Raised Floor
Snake Tray®

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

The Raised Floor Snake Tray® is
designed for installation below a raised
floor and as a riser along vertical surfaces.
Available in several sizes, the Raised
Floor Snake Tray® can accommodate up
to 542 square cm of cable path or 860
data cables. Support legs and mounting
rings are pre-formed into the tray and
require no additional brackets to install.
Custom sizes available.
 
Contact us for details.
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Cable Containment for Tunnels and Mines
Snake Rack®

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

Install up to 250m per
hour

Snake Rack® has been successfully installed in
many leading transit authorities and tunnels
worldwide, including the following:
 

Chicago Transit Authority
Edmonton Transit Authority
Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transportation
London Underground
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Moffat Tunnel
MTA Long Island Railroad
MTA Metro North
MTA NYC Transit
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
PATH
Toronto Transit Commission
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority

Custom cable management racks
designed for tunnels, massively
reducing install times and costs.
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Industrial S Hooks

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943

Tidi-Cable® Glass Plastic S Hooks
 
There are four available size options for 
Tidi-Cable® S Hooks.
 
These are 6″, 9″, 12″ and 15″ and the max
loads are 40kg, 55kg, 190kg and 300kg.
 

Glow in the dark available
Easy to use, cables and wires are cleared
quickly
4 different size options
Non-conductive
Max weight between 40kg and 300kg,
depending on size
Hooks last between 5-15 years

 
TCCS/006 - 6 inch
Max load 40kg
 
TCCS/009 - 9 inch
Max load 55kg
 
TCCS/012 - 12 inch
Max load 190kg
 
TCCS/015 - 15 inch
Max load 300kg
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Cable Ramps

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943
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Heavy-Duty Cable Ramps
Our Tidi-Cable® Ramps are ideal for a variety of
industries. From construction, oil & gas work,
factories and workshops, to events & festivals,
these ramps are ideal for any industrial
workplace.
 
TCCR1001 - 1 channel x 1m
TCCR1002 - 2 channels x 1m
TCCR1003 - 3 channels x 1m
 

Available in 1, 2 and 3 channels
Prevents cables from being damaged
Contact us for specifications

PVC Rubber Cable Protectors
Strong but flexible PVC cable protector/cable cover with low
profile and sloping edges, protecting cables from foot traffic
and lightweight trolleys.
 
TCCP1001 - 1 Channel
Lightweight Cable Protector with Yellow Safety Stripes
(15.3mm x 8mm channel)
 
TCCP1002 - 2 Channels
Lightweight Cable Protector with Yellow Safety Stripes
(20mm x 13mm channel)
 
TCCP1003 - 3 Channels
Lightweight Cable Protector with Yellow Safety Stripes
(16.7mm x 15mm channel)
 
TCCP1004 - 3 Channels
Lightweight Cable Protector with Yellow Safety Stripes
(23.5mm x 10.7mm channel)
 
Comes in 1m, 3m, 5m & 9m lengths.
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Cable Ties

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943
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Stainless Steel Cable Ties
 

Stainless steel ties are designed to secure hoses, cables, poles,
pipes, and more when harsh environmental conditions may
adversely affect the bundling application. 
 
Used where corrosion, vibration, weathering, radiation and
temperature extremes are a concern, Grade 316 stainless steel
ties can be used in virtually any indoor, outdoor and underground
application.
 
Operating Temperature between -35°C and 180°C.
 
We stock a huge range of sizes. Contact us for more info.

Nylon Cable Ties
 

Cable ties are generally used as a means of fastening
electrical wiring. They are an essential in every
tradesperson's toolkit and used all over the world.
 
They offer a simple, low cost solution to bunching cables
together, organising groups of wires and securing loose
items. Nylon cable ties are a single use item. 
 
We stock a huge range of sizes. Contact us for more info.
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Cable Stands

Need more info? Call us: 01634 790 943
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Tidi-Cable® Walkway Pro
The Tidi-Cable® Walkway Pro is designed to create a 3 metre
wide x 3 metre high safe walking space through sites, which
removes the need for cable ramps.
 

Erect in minutes
Very lightweight and movable
Holds 6 x 110v arctic cables
Extends up to 3 metres in height and width
Fix cables using Tidi-Hangers® or cable ties
Reusable

Heavy Duty Cable Stands
Ideal products for keeping cables and hoses off the floor. The
Heavy Duty Cable Stand keeps cables off the ground to create
safe passage for personnel and vehicles. 
 
Perfect for situations that require safe routing of cables (e.g.
welding at shipyards, mining sites, early construction sites).
 
Can be placed anywhere without the need for tools or securing
the cable stand on the ground. Adjustable up to 2.5m. Highly
visible yellow powder coating. Holds up to 250kg.

Heavy Duty Cable Bridge
Ideal when a walkway is used for small vehicles (e.g.
bikes, fork lift trucks, etc.) or when it's not possible to use
a cable ramp. The Heavy Duty Duty Cable Bridges are
designed to safely suspend cables/hoses during
construction or maintenance over walkways and roads.
 
Safe working load of 500kg.
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